
An overdrive with personality. The ONEDER DRIVE is a simple, yet versatile pedal that can be 
used as a mid-heavy boost at its tamest, or a fuzzy distortion with unparalleled note clarity at its 
most extreme. The clipping switch toggles between heavy, hairy op-amp clipping and a unique 
diode clipping configuration that compresses the low end, sizzle, and gain in a vintage way. The 
badge artwork should help you channel all of the things that give Michigan's Oneder Studios its 
tonal mojo. The Oneder Drive isn't based on anything in particular, but was a happy accident 
resulting from trying to develop a circuit almost exclusively by ear. Any amp will benefit from the 
mid bump this drive imparts (no tone knob, sorry not sorry), turning small combos into stacks and 
high gain amps into machines that cut through any mix.

Requires a standard 9v center negative 2.1 barrel connector power supply (not included.) Isolated 
DC power supply recommended. No battery snap.



Level - Controls the amount of volume. Cranking this can give your amp a solid 
amount of boost and smooth out the crackly decay at lower gains. It's also pretty 
interactive with the Drive knob and can affect the EQ behavior.

Drive - Controls the amount of gain, from slight breakup/boost (CCW) to full-blown 
fuzzy distortion (CW).

Clipping Toggle - In the down position (+), enjoy the full frequency spectrum and 
gain from op-amp clipping. In the up position (-), the unique diode arrangement 
compresses the signal and brings the mids even more to the forefront (note: this is 
only noticeable at higher gain settings).

Bright Trimpot (internal) - Set fully clockwise, the Oneder Drive is at full brightness. 
Gently turn it counterclockwise with a small screwdriver to reduce brightness. 

CONTROLS
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SETTINGS

SWEET SPOT MAXED OUT BOOST

Really push your amp's 
dirty or clean channel into 

new territory, or goose 
your favorite drive or fuzz 
with the Oneder Drive's 
unique midrange. You'll 
find the mid bump to be 

different than most 
overdrives, yet (more?) 

satisfying.

My personal favorite 
setting, use the (+) 

clipping mode for a thick, 
fuzzy distortion or the (-) 

setting for searing vintage 
midrangey sustain. Turn a 
clean combo into a fully-

cranked full stack.

Overdrive with personality. 
(+) for modern, (-) for 

vintage. Smooth it out by 
running the Oneder Drive 
into another drive pedal or 
with your amp on the edge 

of breakup, or hear the 
pedal's signature crackly 

decay playing into a totally 
clean amp.



WARRANTY INFO

Oneder Effects pedals are covered under warranty for materials and workmanship for
1 year after date of shipment, tied to the original owner only. Warranty is non-transferrable.
Pedals under warranty will be repaired for no charge. If a pedal is found defective within 
30 days of purchase, we will provide a shipping label. In the event of a non-warranty repair, 
the customer is responsible for the cost of parts, labor, and return shipping.

Cause of any defect or malfunction is determined at our discretion. The warranty covers
manufacturing defects as well as mechanical or electrical failure. Warranty does not
cover liquid damage, scratches and dents, use of the wrong power supply, or other forms
of misuse. 

Contact us at onedereffects@gmail.com or through a contact form on our website to initiate 
a repair. Be as thorough as you can be about your setup, power supply, and the issues you
are having with the pedal. Things happen, but we want to make sure we get it
right so you can enjoy your gear!


